
In order to maintain unnecessary contact with player equipment we 
are providing these guidelines for all parents/guardians on how to 
check their own players/children’s equipment. The umpire will 
visually check the equipment from a distance and if they see an issue 
they will notify the coach to address any issues. If you are unsure of 
something it can be address by the coach and/or umpire upon your 
request. 

 
Instructions for checking players equipment 

 
 
Coaches and parents should check their players/children’s equipment in the following 
ways: 
 
Helmets: look for any cracks especially near ear flaps and the beak. Also make sure 
the inside padding/foam is intact and not torn or missing. 
 
Bats: they may have dents but should not have any cracks, be loose where the barrel 
and handle meet, or have any spurs on them. 
 
Catchers Helmet: make sure all screws are securely in place and none are missing, 
and that a throat guard is attached securely- remember, we need the throat guard 
attachments even if the catchers mask comes with an extended piece you still need to 
attach another guard. Check inside for padding/foam and that all of the straps are 
secured and in place. 
 
Baseball gloves: check your webbing and laces - tighten those that are loose and 
remove any extra long extensions from the lacing. 
 
Protective athletic supporters(the cup): make sure it is sized appropriately and that it 
is free from and cracks/defects. Remember all players are supposed to wear athletic 
supportive protective equipment - umpires only ask catchers to verify - hopefully we try 
to all create a safe playing experience. 
 
Lastly, we will not be checking equipment other than when you approach the umpire, we 
will observe from a distance any/all equipment we see and will refer the players back to 
their coaches to check any potential defects we may see, all in the name of safety. 
Together we all want to be safe and enjoy our game. 
Good Luck and let’s go green! 
 
Chris Thomas  
PA 17/32 umpire consultant  
 
 


